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The funding for this grant allowed for travel for M. Gerstenberger to work with Nico Luco of the 
USGS on developing a model for how to 1) integrate the real-time determination of aftershock 
probabilities with fragilities of a damaged structures, in order to 2) calculate damage-state 
probabilities for main-shock damaged buildings exposed to ground shaking from likely 
aftershocks.  Due to unforeseen difficulties a prototype tool was not created, however much of 
the difficulties associated with developing this tool have been realized and methodologies were 
determined to create a complete tool.  The majority of the pieces required to complete the tool 
are now in place. 

The primary outcome has been the development of a workflow that incorporates all of the 
necessary steps for an automated tool to perform the calculations in real-time.  Many of the 
steps listed below are now in place.  The initial goal, with added flexibility and complexity to be 
added later, was decided to be to produce a map of probability of complete damage (or 
collapse) after a main shock that reflects the associated probabilities of aftershocks.

1) Obtain magnitude & location of main shock (eg, all events magnitude ≥ 5).
2) Get the probability distributions of ground motion from ShakeMap for the main shock.  
3) Calculate (look up) the fragilities for undamaged structures.  
4) Integrate the main shock ground motion distributions with the undamaged fragilities to 

calculate the probabilities of various damage states after the main shock.
5) Using the STEP model, calculate the forecast aftershock rates.  Using these, calculate 

the exceedance probabilities for SA .3s, SA .5s, SA 1s, and SA 2s.   This is currently 
calculated only for rock sites.  Aftershock rates will initially be Poissonian rates for a 24 
hour period.

6) To calculate (look up) the appropriate fragilities for each possible damage state, the next 
step is deaggregation of the aftershock ground motion probabilities to determine the 
appropriate magnitude and distance.

7) Fragility for a given post-main shock, or “initial”  damage state: calculate (look up) the 
probability of a new damage state (e.g., complete damage) given the initial damage state 
(following the main shock) and possible aftershock ground motions.  

8) Integrate the ground motion probabilities calculated in step 5 from the forecast 
aftershocks with the damaged-building fragilities calculated in step 7.  This is essentially 
the same calculation as that performed in step 4.  

9) Finally, integrate over the possible initial (post-main shock) damage states to give the 
probability of complete damage given only the main shock earthquake information and 
structure type as input.

In addition to the development of this workflow, progress on the individual components has 
been consistent throughout the year.  The aftershock hazard calculations have been improved 
and contain significantly more flexibility through the incorporation of the STEP algorithms into 
the OpenSHA framework.  This code is essentially completed, although it is still undergoing final 
testing.  One final piece that has not yet been fully realized is defining the probability 
distributions of ground motion from ShakeMap.  However, the rest of the steps necessary to 
complete the real-time tool are ready.



Additional complexities and changes to the real-time tool that we can consider include the 
following:

 Allow for output at a single site and building that includes user-specification of the 
damage state from the main shock.

 Calculation of time-varying probabilities.  Aftershock rates decrease rapidly within the 
first 24 hours of a sequence, for example.

 Calculation of ground motion probabilities for sites other than rock; via the incorporation 
of the STEP code into OpenSHA this is now not a problem. 

 Direct deaggregation of aftershock risk, instead of aftershock hazard, using the 
undamaged fragility in place of the subsequently-calculated damaged fragility.

 Using a variety of post-main shock observations, the uncertainty in the final probabilities 
for complete damage could potentially be reduced for either a single structure or for a 
complete map.  The following data need to be considered more carefully and 
methodologies need to be developed for their assimilation into the procedure: a measure 
of actual damage state(s), building instrumentation, station recordings, and CIIM or MMI 
data.

By the end of June, 2008 the USGS (Luco) will post online maps of the long-term (i.e., pre-
main shock) probability of complete damage (or collapse).  Subsequently Gerstenberger and 
Luco hope to extend these maps to the post-main shock maps described above.


